Background
East Africa has marked the highest number of construction projects in the Continent with 28.5%
share and a total of 139 projects at a combined value of US$87.1 bn, according to the Deloitte’s
Africa Construction Trends 2018 report. The majority of these projects are government-owned
(84.2%), indicating the important role played by East African governments as facilitators of
infrastructure development through national and regional development policy plans.
The realm of the Annual EA-CCCS is, then, to give a platform for knowledge sharing, critical
voices and unpack the role of both private and public sector institutions in the cement and
concrete construction industry in the region. The summit also serves as a catalyst in the sector
by looking at key drivers of growth, current trends and factors influencing the success of the
industry.
The platform works to bridge the challenges and exploit opportunities in the region’s Cement
and Concrete sector by bringing together the industries’ suppliers, policy makers, market
experts, researchers, investors and other stakeholders. Thus far, the i-Capital Africa Institute,
through Public-Private-Partnership with other institutions, has hosted three Annual East Africa
Cement, Concrete and Energy Summits with the yearly themes, as follows:

Theme - 2016:
“Strategic Cooperation among
Cement, Concrete, and Energy
Industries: Agendas for Action”

Theme – 2017:
“Investing in East Africa’s Future:
Exploring Cement, Concrete and
Energy Potentials”

Theme – 2018:
“Sustainable Cement and Concrete
Investment in East Africa”

Theme - 2019:
“Cement and Concrete Solutions for
East Africa’s Sustainable Future”

About 4th Annual EA-CCS
The 4th EA-CCC Summit capitalizes on the challenges and opportunities of the upshot in East
Africa construction projects, a substantial 96% between 2017 and 2018, and provide a platform for
knowledge and experience sharing, and networking in cement and concrete construction industries
in East Africa.
With a year theme…“Cement and Concrete Solutions for East Africa’s Sustainable Future”…, the
4th EA-CCCS is to help set the tone for the coming years in the booming construction activities
driven by the huge deficit in infrastructure – including rail and roads, rising demand for housing,
increasing disposable income, urbanization and much more.

2019 Sub-themes
• Green Construction for East Africa
Environmental Caution
Efficient Resources Utilization
• Human Capital in Cement & Concrete Construction
Job Creation and Employment
Human Resource Management
• Health and Safety
• Standardization
Standardization in Cement Production
Standardization in Concrete Construction
• Latest Technologies for Cement & Concrete Construction
Digital Construction
Role of Concrete in efficient infrastructure development
• Ethiopian Cement and Concrete Market Trends and Practices
Reopening the market
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Admixtures in Concrete
Development of Cement and Concrete: Experience from Korea
Potential of Alternative Energy Development for Ethiopian Cement Industry
Models of Technology Transfer in Cement and Concrete Industries
Ready-mix Concrete Market
Fates of Vertical Shaft Kiln
Challenges of Human Capital Development
Challenges of Innovation in Cement and Concrete Industries
Challenges of Investment and Foreign Currency in Cement and Concrete Industries
Collaborative local coal development
Production and supply of municipal waste and biomass
Sustainability of Carbon Black
Performance evaluation of Cement Industry
Cement & Concrete standards and regulatory frameworks and challenges of enforcement
Sustainable mining and land management
High strength concrete [Advanced Concrete
Alternative energy management and cost reduction
Policy and regulatory challenges of cement, concrete and alternative energy investments
Steel prices hikes and its impact on cement and construction
sectors
Advanced technologies for cement and concrete manufacturing
Challenges of innovation in cement and concrete sectors
Quality and standards for cement, concrete and alternative
energy
Potentials and new opportunities for cement, concrete and
alternative energy investments
Infrastructure and logistics challenges for cement, concrete and
energy investments
Environment, corporate social responsibility and business ethics
in cement and construction sectors
Fiber reinforcement concrete

Recap of Previous Platforms
Pictures
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Summit Design (Draft Schedule)
May 29, 2019
Day 1

Morning

Mega Sessions

Session One Presentation
And
Question and Answer
Session Two Presentation
And
Question and Answer

Afternoon

Session Three Presentation
And
Question and Answer

Exhibition and Networking

Welcoming Speech
Introductory Remark
Key Note Address
Opening Speech

May 30, 2019
Day 2
Session Three Presentation
And
Question and Answert

Cement and Concrete
Construction Track

Policy Roundtable

Mega Session

Session Five
MEGA Panel Discussion
And
Question and Answer

Morning

Afternoon

Exhibition and Networking

Mega Session

Partnering with EA-CCCS
Why Partner with the Platform?
•

The summit is a multi dimensional platform which hones cement and construction industries
towards promoting economic development.

•

The regional platform is an epitome for improving polices and industry practices towards tradeenabling infrastructure that aims to spur intra-Africa trade and integration.

•

It gives partners the opportunity to set trends for the future of the cement and construction
industry.

•

Exposes participants to new trends and ideas in the construction world.

•

Helps organizations gain visibility and provides an opportunity to build a corporate image
through promotion and matchmaking.

•

Presents an opportunity for business scale-up, investment and expansions.

Please take this moment to explore the partnership opportunities that the Annual
EA-CCCS offers.
Whether you’re interested in Sponsoring, Exhibiting,
Speaking or Participating at the summit, we believe
you’ll find packages aligned with your goals.
If you have optimized ideas for partnership, please feel
free to discuss with us.

Platinum Sponsor
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Your company advertisement, will appear, acknowledged as Platinum Sponsor, on one of the
full cover pages of the Book of Abstracts to be distributed to all participants at the summit.
(advertisement will be provided by sponsor).
Your logo will appear on project folder printed for distribution to all conference participants and
stakeholders.
Your logo, name and products and services will appear on one of the full cover pages of the
Proceedings that will be published online after the summit.
Your company name will be mentioned and acknowledged from the stage by Master of
Ceremony repeatedly during Conference events as a Platinum Sponsor
Free participation for SIX members of your organization to the main conference of two days.
You will be provided with one (2x3) Exhibition Space free of charge
Your company logo and name will appear on all prints and electronic media outlets at all
times when the conference is announced. Your logo will appear on the conference website and
registration packs. Your logo will appear on all continuous e-communications from the Summit
Coordination Committee
Your company logo will appear on a banner to be placed outside the conference compound
(6m*2m) and inside the conference center (20m*2m) for two full days along with other sponsors
and organizers
Your company logo will appear on roll-up banners among Platinum Sponsors to be placed at
three locations of the venue for two full days of the conference
You will be allowed to bring two roll-up banners of your own to be placed at the conference
venue
You will be allowed to bring various promotional materials of your own to be distributed to
conference attendants

Gold Sponsor
•

Your company advertisement, will appear, acknowledged as Gold Sponsor, on one full
inside pages of the Book of Abstracts to be distributed to all participants at the summit.
(advertisement will be provided by sponsor).

•

Your company’s name will be mentioned and acknowledged from the stage by Master of
Ceremony repeatedly during Conference events as s gold sponsor.

•

Your logo, name and products and services of your choice will appear on one of the full
inside pages of book of proceedings that will be published online after the Conference. Your
company’s full name will also be formally acknowledged as a gold sponsor.

•

Free participation for FOUR members of your organization on the main conference for two
days

•

Your company’s logo and name will appear on print and electronic media outlets at all times
when the Conference is announced

•

Your logo will appear on conference website and registration packs

•

Your company’s logo will appear on all electronic displays among gold sponsors at the
conference venue for full two days during the Conference

•

Your company’s logo will appear on banners to be placed outside the conference compound
(6m*2m) and inside the conference hall (20m*2m) for the two days of the conference along
with other sponsors and organizers

•

Your company’s logo will appear on roll-up banners among gold sponsors to be placed on at
least at two locations of the conference venue for full two days during the Conference

•

You will be allowed to bring one roll-up banner of your own to be placed at the conference
venue

Silver Sponsor
•

Your company advertisement, will appear, acknowledged as Silver Sponsor, on one half inside
pages of the Book of Abstracts to be distributed to all participants at the summit. (advertisement
will be provided by sponsor).

•

Your company name will be mentioned and acknowledged from the stage by Master of Ceremony
repeatedly during Conference events as a silver sponsor.

•

Your company’s logo will appear on roll-up banners among silver sponsors to be placed at one
location of the conference venue for full two days during the Conference

•

Your logo will appear on conference website and registration packs

•

Your company logo will appear on banners to be placed outside the conference compound
(6m*2m) and inside the conference hall (20m*2m) for two full days along with other sponsors and
organizers.

•

Free participation for TWO member of your organization on the main conference for two days

Exhibition

Early Bird Discount
Until April 20, 2019

Standard Registration
Until May 20, 2019

Summit Coordination Team
Contact
Tel: +251118120600
Mob: +251911629011
Email: eaccs@icapitalafrica.org
Web: www.icapitalafrica.org/eacccs

